
"I really think the
blood drive is a
really good way

for us, as kids, to
make a difference.

Also I'm really
scared of needles
and I wanted to

overcome that
fear," explained

Sarah Kelso '20.

During her
donation, Rebecca
Pallotta '20 nearly

blacked out but
stuck it out until

the end and stated,
"I kinda just

wanted to see what
it was like and

also people need
blood."

The reason Sam
Franson '20

donates blood is
because she knows

"it's for a really
good cause,

because blood, it
can go anywhere.
It goes to anyone

with cancer or
having surgery."

Hoping to do some
good, Amanda

Mader '21, claims
that she "wanted to

donate because I
like the idea of

being able to help
people, even if I'm

not directly
involved."

don't b

Jam Session. Part of the art
collaboration was music. Sophie
Gordon and Sarina Nichols '19
enjoyed quality time together by

singing and playing a guitar.
Artistic Touch. Displaying her own

artwork to represent kindness, Sydney
Scarboro '21 describes her favorite

part of the event "was actually
collaborating with the elderly folks. I

got a chance to meet a 92 year old
woman who loved to paint, so being

able to work with her and share
ideas and making the picture was

really nice."

EXPLODING

negative

Ashley Renzelman '19

BANANAbonanza

"I just think that
if you can give
people another

shot at life, then
you should go

for it," said
Michelle Le '19
even though she

was unable to
donate blood

herself.

FERBreze. Math class with Mrs. Ferb is always a little
interesting, but on November 6 it is especially so. Both Josh

Hare and Jack Smith '19 brought in squishy, stretchy bananas
and were hitting each other with them when Josh's banana

broke. A cloud of the fine white powder used as filling in the
banana settled over the classroom, causing fits of coughing and

laughter. Not only did the powder get everywhere, but it smelled
bad too, so some students like Evan Lundberg '19 resorted to

covering their faces. Responsibly, Ed Stober '19 got a vacuum to
clean up the mess, but within seconds of turning it on, it started
burning and smoking. Adding to the chaos, the fumes from the
vacuum made the already gross smelling classroom even worse.

To try and make the situation better, Jerome Dinakar '19
grabbed some Febreze in an attempt to make the room smell

better, but the addition of a new smell only intensified the
noxious scent. Finally, Josh found a working vacuum and was

able to clean everything, from the floor to backpacks and jackets.
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be boulder

Diego Saenz '22

69nov  1-10

ART OF

Dazzling Designs. The Sunrise Art Collaboration is held at
the Sunrise Senior Living Center. Students were given a quote
to create an art piece displaying their interpretation of the
quote. Jacob Crookston '21 and his younger siblings
admired the various art that was on display. One of the
participants, Taylor Navarette '21, showed off her glamorous
artwork to her friends and other participants.

the sunrise

Defying gravity, Ford Krout '21
gets advice from his sister,
Sophia Krout '22. In order to
move ahead, Ford had to get
his feet up higher to grab the
next hold.

Rock On! The climbing team practices every Tuesday and Thursday. The climbers practice to get
ready for various competitions and some climb just for fun. To get stronger, Scott Airhart '21
attempts a hard boulder. Other climbers, like Cayden Claeys, Sebastian King, and Andrew
Baker '21 use ropes to climb the highest wall to get the full climbing experience. Sam Boselli,
Colton Ingalls, Paddy Bins '19, and Ms. Morris discuss how to get up a route.

Noah Aguilar '21

Clint Foss '22

Morgan Weyers '21
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